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Summary
The pandemic has created a frenzy of interest in voting by mail (VBM) and, to a lesser extent, all forms
of voting in which the voter puts the ballot into an envelope and is not present when the ballot is cast.
But, sadly, it has not motivated much sober assessment of the risks and benefits, relative to voting at
the polling place.
In fact, objective evidence of increased turnout is debatable, while evidence of rejected ballots and
uncounted votes undeniable. Coercion seems an unsolvable problem. Potential fraud evokes only
partisan talking points rather than problem-solving civic deliberation.
This article makes the case that while absentee voting is essential for those who need it, it is inherently
less secure than in-person voting; that it must be managed better than it is now; and that individual
voters should vote absentee only when they need to.
Note: Vote-by-mail has not yet been discussed in any meeting among participants in Wisconsin Election
Integrity. This article reflects only the references cited and my own observations, not the consensus of
the group.
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Let’s start with a quiz--just two easy questions.
1.

Imagine a polling place where voters mark their ballots by hand, but instead of inserting the ballots
into a tabulator, they hand them to a poll worker. The poll workers put 1 in every 110 ballots into a
‘reject’ pile and cast the rest.
Would you: a) Be happy with that practice, or b) Run screaming to the district attorney to report
intolerable interference with voting rights?

2. The State of Washington conducts elections by mail. It rejects 0.9% of the submitted ballots.
Rejection rates vary among cities, however, so a voter’s odds of being disenfranchised depend on
where they attempt to vote.
Would you like your state’s elections to be like Washington’s? a) Yes. b) No.
If you answered “b” to both questions, you’re with me and the good folks of Washington State, who
would like to reduce their ballot-rejection rate and improve consistency among communities.

There are two ways people can vote: in person at a polling place, or absentee. In this article, ‘absentee’
refers to any form of voting in which the voter places their ballot in an envelope rather than a voting
machine. In absentee voting, the voter is not present when the ballot is cast—that is, when it’s inserted
into a tabulator to be counted. I will also assume paper ballots for both absentee and in-person voting
because paperless voting is, fortunately, on its way out.1
In-person voting is simple and transparent. You go to a polling place close to your home. A poll worker
places a paper ballot directly into your hand. You mark the ballot in a private booth and cast it by
inserting it into a voting machine or, in some rural areas, a locked box. This is done in one visit, which
typically takes less than ten minutes except on the busiest times of day, in the busiest elections.2 (I
timed my visit to my Wisconsin polling place on April 7: I cast my ballot 3 minutes and 47 seconds after
entering the building. My son took 8 minutes, because he had to register first.)
Once the ballot is placed in your hand, any interference would be extraordinary, obvious, and illegal. If
you spill coffee or mark too many candidates in one race, you can re-do your ballot because you are
present when the problem is noticed.
In other words, the risk that your in-person ballot will not be counted is effectively nil.
Absentee voting requires more steps over a longer time, so more things can go wrong. The problems are
harder to prevent, and sometimes undetectable to both voters and election officials. If someone does
notice them, they can be impossible to correct in time. Wisconsin statutes explicitly warn of the risks. In
section 6.84 (1), Wis. Stats., the Legislature warns voters that absentee voting is “exercised wholly
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outside the traditional safeguards of the polling place,” and tells election officials that it “must be
carefully regulated to prevent the potential for fraud or abuse, overzealous solicitation of (voters), and
undue influence on an absentee (voter).”
In this case, the Legislature was right. Researchers with the Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project
suggest a pipeline as an apt metaphor, as shown in Figure 1. Charles Stewart III, of MIT, used the best
available data from across the nation to estimate the loss rate from request to casting to be around
21%.3 That is, for every 100 voters who request an absentee ballot, only 79 ballots will ultimately be
counted. Wisconsin absentee voters did better in the April 2020 election: for every 100 voters who
requested an absentee ballot, almost 89 were counted. That’s relatively good, but Wisconsin’s in-person
voters did better. Of every 100 ballots they requested in-person at a polling place, 100 were counted.
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Figure 1

This paper will take a closer look at the leaks in the absentee-ballot pipeline and discuss some of the
benefits people expect from absentee voting. Risks that equally threaten both in-person and absentee
ballots are not addressed. These include registration and Voter ID problems; the risks of malfunction,
hacking, and accidental mis-programming of the tabulators (that is, voting machines); and poor canvass
practices that allow miscounts to go unnoticed and uncorrected. This article focuses only the differential
risks.
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Rejection
To begin to understand how absentee ballots escape from the pipeline, let’s start near the end, with
the marked ballots that successfully made their way back to election officials.
Figure 2

In every state, the absentee ballot envelope
must contain the voter’s name, address, and
signature. Some states, including Wisconsin
(Figure 2), require more: the envelope must also
contain a witness signature and address. While
in-person voters have no envelopes to worry
about, absentee voters can be disenfranchised
by missing or illegible information on theirs.
This, understandably, makes voters nervous.
Washington State adopted laws providing for
all-mail elections in 2005.4 Seven years later, in
2012, their voters were the least confident in
the nation. Only 52% were willing to tell
surveyors that they felt “very confident” their
votes would be counted.5
Washington voters are perceptive, not paranoid.
Their votes are the least likely to be counted.
Figure 3 shows 2016 ballot rejections as a
percentage of all ballots. Predictably, the voteby-mail states—Washington, Oregon, Colorado,
Utah—stand out. (Hawaii implemented vote-bymail in 2020.) About 1 in every 110 Washington
voters’ ballots were rejected—the highest
rejection rate in the nation. Oregon was about
the same—0.86%.6 It’s simple arithmetic:
Absentee ballots are reject-able; ballots cast in
person are not. More absentee ballots means
more rejections.
In addition to the thousands of voters who are
disenfranchised, thousands of others are
inconvenienced. When election officials decide
to reject an absentee ballot, they often try to
contact the voters who can, with some extra
work, can often correct the problem before
Election Day.
But not always. Pat Haukohl was a Waukesha
County Board Supervisor for 18 years and is a
regular voter. She voted absentee for the first
5

time in April, and her ballot was rejected because the witness (her husband) did not include his address.
She did not learn of the problem until after Election Day, from a reporter.7

On what grounds are absentee ballots rejected? In a reliable system, rejection criteria would be clear,
unambiguous, and well-understood. But expecting that is unrealistic. Each clerk might understand the
requirements slightly differently and, given the paucity of close oversight or observation, officials can be
strict or lenient. As Dan Smith, a University of Florida political science professor who has studied
absentee voting explained to a reporter, rejection is not necessarily a matter of a voter’s skill. It “is not
an individual problem exclusively. Local election officials have incredible discretion.” 8
Figure 3

Records of Wisconsin’s 2016 recount confirm Smith’s observation. Counties’ recount minutes contain
evidence of frequent confusion and differences of opinion over the grounds on which absentee
envelopes should be accepted or rejected.9 The Wisconsin Elections Commission (WEC) did its best to
answer the local clerks’ many questions but finally could do no better than to tell the local officials they
were on their own to figure out which absentee ballots to accept or reject: “Several factors – who made
the error, whether the ballot was already counted on Election Day, legal advice from corporation
counsel – should be considered by the (county) Board of Canvassers when ultimately making a
decision.”10
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We might not need to worry about subjective inconsistencies if they affected all ballots equally. But that
is unlikely. The identity of the voter who mailed each ballot is obvious to the officials as they make their
judgments. (See Figure 2.) They may not be able to see the ballot, but they know the envelope came
from, for example, Maria Gonzales, DeShawn Washington, or from an apartment in a low-income
project or a Jewish retirement home. Even well-intentioned humans are affected by implicit bias11—
assumptions that subconsciously affect our perceptions and decisions. And it would be imprudent to
assume all local officials are well-intentioned.
So sadly, there is evidence of systematic bias. Researchers with Dartmouth and the University of Florida
followed 2.6 million absentee ballots in that state’s 2018 elections, 1.2% of which were rejected.12
Minority voters’ absentee ballots were twice as likely to be rejected as those from non-minority voters.
In addition:
“…younger voters and voters needing assistance are disproportionately likely to have their
mailed ballots rejected. We also find disproportionately high rejection rates for out-of-state and
military dependents. Lastly, we find significant variation in the rejection rates of mailed ballots
cast across Florida’s 67 counties, suggesting a non-uniformity in the way local election officials
verify these ballots.”
Signature verification is the most controversial review procedure and the focus of voting-rights
lawsuits.13 On its face, the logic is obvious: We don’t want people mailing in ballots for anyone other
than themselves, and forging a signature is difficult for most people. So a state that relies heavily on
mailed-in ballots needs to do something to deter and detect fraud.
What would a well-designed signature-verification effort look like, if its mission was to detect and deter
fraud? Following established auditing practices, it would check only a random sample of ballots, enough
to create a deterrent risk of detection for criminals considering fraud while enabling managers to rely on
only expert reviewers. The reviewers’ accuracy would be regularly assessed. Incorrectly challenged
signatures would be considered a problem because the mission is to find fraud, not to irritate or
inconvenience innocent voters. Signatures that the voter will not or cannot defend as valid would be
seen as evidence of possible fraud, referred to law enforcement, and investigated.
In contrast, a vote-suppression effort masquerading as fraud-fighting would subject as many ballots to
review and possible rejection as possible. There would be no need to use only forensic professionals to
review the signatures; no effort would be made to assess the reviewers’ on-the-job accuracy; and no
action would be taken on the rejected ballots that voters cannot defend (because you’ve accomplished
the goal when you discard the ballot.)
Real-life absentee-ballot signature-verification processes are a mix. The federal Elections Assistance
Commission (EAC) provides detailed best-practices guidance for the complex signature-verification
process.14 In general outline, it is as follows: Small armies of temporary staff are given a training session
before they perform review. You can come to your own conclusion about the rigor of the training if you
view Oregon’s signature-verification webinar,15 which the EAC recommended as an “excellent,
comprehensive presentation.”
Every submitted ballot is scanned and a digital image of each signature displayed on a monitor beside a
reference signature stored on file. Reviewers work in teams to compare the signatures, while the ballots
themselves wait in bins to be approved or challenged. Review teams are bipartisan, although mixedethnic or multi-generational teams might be more effective if the intent was to counteract bias. If local
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managers follow EAC guidance, they will supervise the reviewers by “looking for reviewers who are
accepting or rejecting outside of the normal distribution…who may need additional oversight or
training.”
I asked several election officials and vote-by-mail advocates, via Twitter, about the success of signature
verification. They responded positively but did not mention fraud. Instead, they offered ‘cure’ rates as
their indicator of success. Signature verification is successful, I was told, because many voters defend or
‘cure’ their challenged signatures and get their ballots accepted. Problems turn out to be things like a
wife signing for a husband with a broken wrist. Young voters’ signatures evolve as they settle into their
adult persona. Elderly voters develop tremors.
But in a fraud-detection effort, cured signatures would be considered evidence of failure, not success.
Every time a voter shows proves a challenged signature is valid, it proves that reviewers had misidentified it as suspect. The effect on voters cannot be good. When I imagined myself receiving a letter
saying, “Your ballot will be rejected unless you can prove the signature is yours by Monday at 5PM,” I
recalled the feeling when a store clerk forgets to remove the inventory-control tag and it sets off the
alarm as I leave. Yes, I can produce the receipt, but … ick. And isn’t convenience the main selling point
for vote-by-mail?
Fortunately, Wisconsin law does not now require signature verification. Instead, officials here use the
signatures in much the same way many banks do: they question them only if there is some other reason
for suspicion, for example if two ballots ostensibly came from the same person. However, if vote-by-mail
becomes prevalent here, signature verification will certainly be proposed, and if adopted, may operate
to suppress fraud in much the same way that Voter ID does—that is, more to suppress votes than to
protect them from fraud.16

Misprocessing
Once an absentee ballot is accepted, it is not yet safe. Other accidents or errors can prevent it from
being cast. These are harder to quantify because election officials rarely perform managerial qualityassurance reviews. Errors, therefore, come to light only in recounts or if they are extreme.
For example, Wisconsin’s most recent review of the reliability of absentee-ballot processing was during
the 2016 Presidential recount. Recount minutes (the official written diary of the recount) from just one
county, Dane, show that recounters found, in addition to 644 wrongly rejected absentee ballots, 66 valid
absentee ballots that had been accidentally left in their envelopes, accepted but not cast.17
The final leak in the absentee-ballot pipeline comes when election officials feed the ballots, now
removed from their envelopes, into computerized tabulators (also known as voting machines.) Here,
too, absentee ballots face risks that in-person ballots do not.
One of the best features of voting machines, when used properly, is that they reject ballots they cannot
read (e.g., smeared ink) or cannot understand (e.g., too many votes marked in one race). Before voting
machines, when votes were hand-counted, those votes were lost because ballot-marking errors were
not noticed until the voters were no longer present. Voting machines, however, can identify the
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problems immediately. If the voter is still present, he or she can obtain a replacement ballot and correct
the error.
But absentee ballots are at greater risk of voting-machine rejection for two reasons: They are more
susceptible to being rejected by the voting machines; and absentee voters are not around to replace the
ballot when that happens. Extra handling makes absentee ballots more liable to damage—coffee stains
from the voter’s kitchen counter; wrinkles and ink transfer from being folded, and being torn or abraded
while being removed from the envelope. Many absentee ballots are also counted by high-speed
scanners, which process hundreds of ballots each minute. These machines are more likely to turn little
tears into big ones than are the one-ballot-at-a-time scanners used by in-person voters.
If the voter’s intent on a rejected ballot is discernable to humans, election officials are supposed to
‘remake’ absentee ballots the voting machines cannot read—that is, copy the votes onto readable
ballots and cast those instead.18 (If you’re wondering why officials don’t just hand count the votes to
save time and eliminate the risk of copying errors: Sorry, your guess is as good as mine.)
Sometimes poll workers follow instructions and remake unprocessable absentee ballots. For example, in
November 2018, City of Milwaukee officials damaged thousands of absentee ballots as they opened the
envelopes. They remade all the ballots, working into the wee hours of the morning to finish the task.19
But sometimes they don’t. Elections are run by an army of temporary workers, lightly trained and
supervised, who get no more than four days’ on-the-job experience every year. They don’t always know
or remember all the rules. Very often, they instruct each other and in doing so, make incorrect practices
standard.
How do we know this? Example: In 2016, officials in several Wisconsin counties that hand-counted the
recount discovered that poll workers had on Election Day failed to remake thousands of rejected but
human-readable absentee ballots. Instead, the poll workers had been pushing an override button to
force the machine to count the absentee ballot even when it could not count the votes. In this way, poll
workers saved themselves the work of remaking the ballots—but sacrificed the absentee votes.
Effects of this practice were immediately evident in the Election-Night results—if anyone had looked. In
a presidential elections, very few voters leave that race blank. An ‘undervote rate’ above 0.5% should
prompt attentive election officials to investigate whether the count was accurate.20
Yet in many wards around Wisconsin, undervote rates in November 2016 were much higher. Where poll
workers were failing to remake unreadable absentee ballots, the machines often produced undervote
rates above 2%,21 in some places worse. For example, three wards in the City of Marinette collectively
reported only 288 presidential votes from 416 absentee ballots.22 Before the recount, both the
municipal clerk and county clerk had certified the obviously miscounted results without investigation or
correction, although we must assume they did not believe 30.8% of the absentee voters had made the
effort to submit an early ballot without bothering to vote for president. In Racine County, where
undervote rates reached 6% in some wards, the practice of overriding rather than counting machinerejected absentee ballots was officially tolerated policy, not poll worker error, and continued through
the recount.23
Officials knew why those voting machines were not reading the absentee ballots: The voters had marked
their ballots with ink that did not contain carbon. The votes were legal and valid, and had local officials
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been following the law and WEC guidance, the votes would have been counted. But they were not
because the absentee voters were not present when 1) the machines rejected the ballots because they
could not read them; 2) poll workers failed to remake the absentee ballots, and 3) clerks did not bother
to notice or correct the errors.
The WEC forbade further use of that model of voting machine,24 but the risky practices remain. Poll
workers can still force voting machines to accept absentee ballots when the machines cannot read the
votes, because the override function is on all modern machines. Local clerks can still certify obviously
miscounted vote totals.

Interference
All the risks described to this point—rejection, human error, failure to count votes from ballots that
cannot be read by the tabulators—affect only those absentee ballots that successfully reached the
election offices. But in fact, most absentee ballots that escape from the pipeline don’t get that far. The
biggest leak is in the segment that runs through the voters’ homes and back to the elections office—that
is, before the marked ballots return to election officials.
A few risks are not within officials’ power to remedy. Voters have the option not to return the ballots,
and some make that choice. Voter carelessness is another cause of unreturned ballots. As they arrive in
the voters’ mailboxes, ballots might be mistaken for junk mail and thrown away. They might be
misplaced; damaged; buried in a stack of bills; or set aside and forgotten until it’s too late to mail them.
Among the states that report complete data on absentee voting (that is, those for which we don’t have
to rely on estimates), 36.3 percent of rejected absentee ballots are rejected because they arrived at the
elections office after the deadline.25 Well-funded partisan get-out-the-vote efforts can minimize this
problem by staying in touch with their absentee-voting supporters until each has returned their ballot.
Other causes of unreturned ballots, however, are more troubling, deserving of a public-policy response.
Coercion may be the most intractable cause of absentee disenfranchisement. Journalist Rebecca Solnit
recounted a story like many she heard as she studied this issue. A campaign worker told her:
“I can’t stop thinking about this woman I met while doorknocking for Beto O’Rourke in Dallas.
She lived in a sprawling low-income apartment complex. After I knocked a couple of times, she
answered the door with her husband just behind her. She looked petrified and her husband
looked menacing behind her. When I made my pitch about Senate candidate Beto O’Rourke, her
husband yelled, ‘We’re not interested.’ She looked at me and silently mouthed, ‘I support Beto.’
Before I could respond, she quickly closed the door.”26
Even in states that enact laws to protect absentee voters, family members are exempt from prohibitions
on taking possession of another voter’s marked ballot.27 So when absentee ballots arrive in the mailbox
at the household in that anecdote, what are the chances the wife is going to be able to mark her own
ballot, with her own choices, in peace? According to the American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy, 20% of American marriages are affected by abuse, and 90% of the targets of controlling abuse
are women.28 If those facts are true, mailing ballots to every registered voter’s household could be
putting a dent in the women’s vote without appearing to reduce their turnout. (Regrettably, I could find
no academic research on the intersection of voting and controlling abuse.)
10

The only type of large-scale absentee-ballot fraud that has been proven and prosecuted also takes place
in this segment of the pipeline. In a practice known as ballot harvesting, political operatives collect
marked absentee ballots from voters and deliver them to election officials. Such activity may provide a
genuine service to voter, such as reviewing the envelopes to make sure they are filled out correctly and,
in Wisconsin, witnessing the envelope. It may be motivated by honest concern for making sure voters’
ballots are returned.
But it can just as easily be corrupt. Once out of the voter’s sight, ballot collectors have means, motive,
and opportunity to tamper with the ballots in a way that neither voters nor election officials can detect.
The practice of ballot harvesting gives operatives opportunity to supervise the voters while they are
casting a ballot, to coerce, intimidate, or pay them for their votes—or even to mark the ballots
themselves. They can spoil the ballots to make them uncountable or simply dispose of them. In
Wisconsin, simply opening the envelope, without making any other alterations, is enough to get an
absentee ballot rejected.29 One widely publicized case from North Carolina led to the overturning of the
results of a 2018 Congressional election and the indictment of the scheme’s organizer.30
More common (or at least I think it’s more common because it happened twice to me) is the practice of
interfering with absentee voting by mailing voters faulty or fraudulent materials. When voters are
expecting to receive election material via mail, they may be less wary of anything that looks official.
Several years ago, I received what appeared to be a legitimate ballot for an upcoming election with a
letter urging me to vote early by returning the ballot in the enclosed envelope. The envelope, however,
was addressed to the Village of Waunakee, and I am registered to vote in the Town of Westport. Had I
been inattentive or naïve, I might have marked and mailed the ballot, and then skipped going to the
polls on Election Day. More recently, before the April 7 election, I received an unsolicited request form
for an absentee ballot, with a letter encouraging me to use it to request a vote-by-mail ballot. The
envelope was addressed to the correct municipality, but my preprinted name on the application was
incorrect: Kim, rather than McKim.
Both of these might have been honest mistakes rather than fraudulent attempts to interfere with my
votes. Accidents do happen. In a recent Georgia incident, the Secretary of State mailed materials that
gave absentee voters the incorrect date for a rescheduled election—the ballots say May 19 while the
election will be held on June 9.31 But accidents demonstrate things that could also be done deliberately,
and may provide cover for them. Finally, as the number of absentee ballots increases, the more valuable
they become as a target for fraud.
If a significant number of absentee ballots exhibit the same flaw, one would hope the election officials
would notice and take action. But that might not happen until many voters have already missed their
chance to vote in the election.
Unfortunately, partisan passions degrade civic discussion of potential fraud and safeguards. Partisans
selectively focus on or ignore various problems. Republican loyalists promote fear of what is known as
‘retail’ voter fraud (that is, individual voters casting single, illicit ballots), even though considering the
manual labor involved and the difficulty of impersonating registered voters to obtain the ballots, such
practices could never scale up to swing the outcome of an election without near-certain detection.
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A good example are the signature-verification safeguards described above. It would be extremely costly
and fatally obvious to attempt to swing the outcome of an election by submitting individually forged
absentee ballots. At the same time, the safeguards against such fraud inconvenience thousands of
legitimate voters whose ballots are challenged and disenfranchise thousands more. Yet Republican
politicians focus heavily on retail voter fraud because the associated safeguards tend to increase the
difficulty of voting and reduce the number of voters.32
For their part, Democratic loyalists tend to resist safeguards against even those practices that could
easily allow wholesale fraud (that is, vulnerabilities that might enable a single corrupt actor to
manipulate a large number of votes). Ballot harvesting is a good example. It often employs methods
traditionally used by the Democratic Party to promote turnout in minority communities, so Democratic
state legislators overlook the risks and tend to oppose legislation that would limit or control ballot
harvesting33—even though the practice was fraudulently used against them in the 2018 Ninth
Congressional District race in North Carolina.
Advocates for universal vote-by-mail have their own blind spots. The website of the Vote-at-Home
Institute, for example, devotes attention to debunking the threat of individual absentee voter fraud, but
I could find no reference to the problem of coercion or policy options for reducing it.34

Getting the ballots to the voters
So far, I’ve described risks in only the last two segments of the absentee-voting pipeline: getting the
marked ballot from voter to official and then getting it from official to tabulator.
The biggest leaks are in the first two segments of the pipeline: Requesting the absentee ballot and then
getting the blank ballot out to the voter. I will only skim over this information because in May the staff
of the Wisconsin Elections Commission issued an excellent 24-page report that described those leaks
well, with real-life data and description of problems that affected absentee ballots in the April 7 election
in that state.35 I highly recommend that report; I cannot do better. It describes only the first segment of
the pipeline—getting the ballots out to the voters—because that is the only part the WEC has
responsibility for.
Many of the problems documented by the WEC arose because officials faced an unprecedented tidal
wave of requests for absentee ballots. We cannot know how many requests did not reach the officials,
but more than 1.3 million did, more than five times the number requested in any previous election.
Although Wisconsin officials had to adapt procedures on the fly, results were reasonably in line with
that of other states with more established vote-by-mail systems: Voters returned 88.9% of the ballots
mailed out and 1.57% of the returned ballots were rejected for reasons other than being late. (Tight and
moving deadlines were a unique circumstance in this election, so the number of ballots rejected for
being too late isn’t relevant—we must hope—when thinking of future elections.)
The report describes snarls illustrative of problems that could prevent ballots from reaching voters’
hands, even in a normal election and even in an established vote-by-mail system. As WEC Technology
Director Robert Kehoe explained at the Commission’s May 20 meeting: “Complex systems are unlikely
ever to be error-free.” Kehoe promised that staff can and will make corrections to reduce the odds these
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particular problems will happen again, but “until these things happened, they were unanticipated, so
other unanticipated things can happen.”
• For reasons that were still unknown more than a month later, many Oshkosh voters never
received their requested ballots. Because of the concentration of complaints in the area, WEC
staff investigated. Many requests were flawed (e.g. no photo ID provided), but several dozen of
the requests were entirely valid and correct. The computer system indicated that the requests
had been processed, and the City of Oshkosh Clerk was confident the ballots were mailed to
voters.
• The Village of Fox Point experienced a different kind of problem. As the village clerk mailed the
ballots out to voters, they were repeatedly returned to the office, unopened and unmarked. As
many as 150 ballots a day were coming back to the clerk instead of being delivered to the
voters. Each time they received a batch of absentee ballots, village officials drove the ballots
back to the nearest post office, only to have them reappear at the village hall instead of being
delivered to voters. Postal supervisors could offer no explanation.
• The City of Milwaukee submitted a large batch of 8,607 approved absentee ballot requests to
the WisVote system, so that mailing labels could be printed for the ballots. The batch was still
running when WEC staff shut down the system after midnight for maintenance, when they
believed the system had completed all batches submitted during the day. This caused the
system to indicate that the requests had been successfully processed, when they had not.
• While thousands of voters successfully completed the online application for an absentee ballot,
many others began the process and did not fully complete it, although they believed they did.
Okay, that’s enough about the risks. So why the big push for absentee voting?

Benefits
The public health benefits of voting by mail during a pandemic are obvious. But if quarantine becomes a
permanent feature of American community life, we’ll have problems much bigger than how to vote. So
let’s assume in-person voting will be an option in the future—along with shopping, concerts, classes,
and sports events. Can there be any lasting benefits from abolishing it, or even encouraging people to
give it up voluntarily?
After reading through what I could get my hands on regarding the benefits of vote-by-mail, it seems to
me evidence-based consensus exists on only the following:
• Absentee voting needs to be a option, or some will not be able to vote.
• The only election reforms that reliably and demonstrably improve turnout are measures that
make registration easier, quicker, or more convenient.36
• Increased absentee voting will not benefit either major political party.37
Absentee voting was invented for people who must be out of town on Election Day and for people who
are confined to their homes. For them, it is a necessity. Over the past decade or so, most states realized
that fussing about why a voter wanted an absentee ballot was not worth the bother, for either the
voters or the election officials. Absentee voting became a simple, no-excuse-needed option in almost
every state.38
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So people began voting absentee by choice rather than necessity. Political workers, in particular, find
absentee voting convenient. They can submit their own ballots in advance and spend Election Day doing
political work. The political parties’ and interest groups’ get-out-the-vote efforts also benefit from data
bases of voters who have and haven’t yet submitted ballots, which enable them to contact only those
who have not yet voted and cross the others off their lists.
My sense from speaking with other vote-by-mail supporters is that first, they are dedicated voters, with
a deep commitment to vote in every election. Second, they perceive convenience in having the freedom
to perform tasks (such as voting) when and where they choose, regardless of whether that task is more
or less complicated when done with such freedom. So even if absentee voting involves more steps,
more paperwork, and more time, confining the action of casting a vote to a specific day and place makes
them nervous. If something else comes up on that day—a sick child, car accident, or tornado—they fear
they might miss it.
Dedicated voters, therefore, readily believe that absentee voting increases turnout—even when
presented with evidence to the contrary. For example, the local newspapers where I live make a habit of
reporting on the pace of early absentee voting in the weeks just before each election, as a harbinger of
final turnout. After the election, if turnout was high, they assume a connection with absentee voting.
But that assumption endures even when they see high early voting and low overall turnout in the same
election. Here is reporter Jesse Opoien, writing in the November 11, 2016 Capital Times: “The decline
(in turnout) — down nearly four points from 2012 and three points from what state elections officials
projected — was all the more stunning as it followed record-high early voting numbers.”39
Reporters like Opoien don’t seem to realize the possibility that heavy early voting could be nothing more
than dedicated eager voters doing their dedicated eager thing, while the less-engaged marginal voters
(the ones whose conduct makes the difference between high and low turnout) are not excited by the
opportunity to visit a library to submit a ballot a month before Election Day. (Or worse, that the lowenthusiasm voters noticed the eager early voters; concluded the election was already decided; and
decided not to vote.)
So what does science say? One thing is clear: Absentee, early, and mail-in voting do NOT reliably
increase turnout. Academic research shows mixed results, at best.40 Some studies observe a favorable
effect among at least some groups;41 others none.42 Some find it slightly reduces turnout.43
As with most social-science research, humans’ complexity and variation stand in the way of definitive
answers. Scholars have trouble sorting out possible causes: If turnout increased as absentee voting
expanded, why? If it didn’t, why not?
Unfortunately for researchers, states rarely make one change to their election laws at a time. So even if
we observe increased participation after election reforms (we often do), we cannot know which change
caused the increase. For example, Colorado’s vote-by-mail law was adopted in 2013 as part of a
comprehensive “holistic approach to legislation that modernized how Coloradans could both register to
vote and cast their ballots.” The package included same-day voter registration at the polls, expanded inperson voting to several days; added provisions that reduced deactivation of registered voters who miss
several elections, and included a ‘less onerous’ Voter ID requirement.44 In 2005, Washington also
adopted other measures along with vote-by-mail.45 In Oregon, the practice of voting by mail gradually
increased over time as state laws incrementally expanded the option to more types of elections.46
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Even defining absentee/mail-in/early voting presents challenges when trying to parse its effects on
turnout. Are we talking about merely making absentee voting easier, or about eliminating neighborhood
polling places, or something else? Are we talking about automatically mailing blank ballots out to voters,
or about accepting mailed requests for ballots?
In the absence of mind-reading, researchers must also guess at the voters’ motives and preferences.
When thinking about voters who cannot use a pen, which seems more real or common: voters who
prefer having a helper mark their ballot at home, or voters who prefer to mark their ballots privately,
using accessible equipment? When thinking about low-interest voters, which seems more plausible:
That they would be motivated by the ‘invitation’ of a ballot arriving unsolicited in the mail, or by the
social, civic-festival nature of a neighborhood polling place on Election Day?
The most frequently offered mind-reading explanation of why absentee voting might increase turnout is
convenience. The website of the National Vote At Home Institute, an organization that promotes voting
by mail, explains that voters:
“don’t have to take time off work, drive to a polling place or stand in long lines. (VBM) equally
serves everyone from seniors and disabled voters, who might have trouble getting to the polls,
to rural voters a long way from one, to a single parent working two jobs, a busy family, sick kids,
or someone with an unexpected business trip.”47
But what is convenient? The rural voter might like an excuse for a trip into town, and Joe might find it
convenient to stop by the polling place on his way home to work. Both might find it inconvenient to
figure out the written instructions for completing the absentee ballot envelope. Meanwhile, Maria
might find it convenient to incorporate the absentee-voting paperwork in her bill-paying routine.
And convenience won’t inspire those who don’t want to vote anyway. A 2017 study asked non-voting
registered voters in Milwaukee and Madison why they did not vote in the 2016 presidential election.
The survey offered 12 responses, including “not enough time,” “lines too long,” and “transportation
problems.” However, the two most frequently chosen reasons were “Unhappy with the choice of
candidates” (50.8%) and “Not interested” (27.5%)48 – sadly, things that cannot be fixed by absentee
voting.
Absentee proponents mention other benefits in addition to turnout, but most of these are not as much
inherent benefits of absentee voting as they are problems with in-person voting that could be solved in
ways that don’t also impair ballot safety. For example, absentee voting forces the use of hand-marked
paper ballots and eliminates touchscreen voting machines. That makes elections more secure if officials
then use those paper ballots in audits. But most Wisconsin voters already mark paper ballots by hand at
the polling places, and Wisconsin election officials refuse to do election-securing audits.49 (Some clerks
perform random voting-machine spot checks, but those are more decorative than functional in terms of
securing election results.) Wisconsin’s security issue, therefore, is not the absence of hand-marked
paper ballots. It’s the failure to perform effective audits.
Another touted benefit of absentee voting is avoiding long lines at polling places. However, the extent of
the waiting-line problem is often exaggerated. As shown in Figure 4, empirical research shows that only
a small portion of voters encounter Election-Day polling-place lines in excess of 10 minutes. Curiously,
early in-person voters are likely to encounter longer waits. (Figure 5.)
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Figure 5

Figure 4

Even where long lines form, election officials know how to keep Election-Day lines short or nonexistent;50 they just don’t do it: Avoid touchscreen machines that allow only one voter at a time to mark
a ballot. Have enough working scanners to accept the hand-marked paper ballots as fast as the voters
can mark them. Have enough poll workers; convince the high school to release students who want to
work the polls instead of relying exclusively on retirees. Set up an efficient check-in process and use epoll books if available. Have a greeter to answer voters’ questions and steer them in the right direction.
If voters insisted on good local polling-place management, we could eliminate long lines without
sacrificing ballot safety.
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Finally, partisans sometimes hope that absentee voting will help their party’s candidates. But
Wisconsin’s April 7 election appears to be the first in history in which the absentee ballots and in-person
ballots indicated a strong partisan slant, with the mailed-in ballots being more Democratic, and the inperson ballots being more Republican.51 I believe the unique circumstances of that election account for
that. With the pandemic quarantine in effect, news was dominated by the battle between Republican
politicians fighting to force in-person voting and Democratic politicians fighting to have the election
moved to a different date or exclusively to mail. In this never-before and hopefully never-again
situation, voters’ choice of voting method was influenced by party loyalties.

Wisconsin, November 2020
Knowing what we know about benefits and risks, how would large-scale absentee voting affect
Wisconsin’s November 2020 election? From other states’ experience, all we know is that researchers
have observed only mixed results for turnout. We know more about the undeniable risks: Some, like
coercion, seem unavoidable while others make thoughtful laws, careful voters, and active, professionalgrade management necessities.
Looking at both risks and benefits, neither indicates anyone in Wisconsin should expect good results
from a push toward large-scale mail-in voting in November 2020.
On the benefit side, the law of diminishing returns presents with one enviable barrier to increased
turnout. Wisconsin voters already turn out in reliably high numbers when compared to other states.
There may not be much room for improvement through administrative reforms. In the 2016 Presidential
election, Wisconsin (69%) had better turnout than three of the four states that conducted all-mail
elections that year: Oregon (68%), Washington (66%), and Utah (58%). In fact, only four states had
better turnout than Wisconsin, only one of which was a vote-by-mail state, Colorado (72%). None of the
top three states—Minnesota (75%), Maine (73%), and New Hampshire (73%)—were vote-by-mail
states.52
Further, the states that claim positive effects all have absentee-voting procedures that are easier and
simpler than Wisconsin’s. Perhaps in future years, Wisconsin’s legislature can make absentee voting as
easy here as it is in the vote-by-mail states, but there’s no time to pass new laws before November.
Wisconsin voters are stuck with clunky procedures that require us to take the initiative to request an
absentee ballot and include a copy of a photo ID when we do. When we get the absentee ballot, we
cannot just seal, sign, and send it. We must have someone witness us putting the ballot in the envelope
and have them sign the envelope, too. Such a plan-ahead, multi-step process is unlikely to engage
potential voters who are not now willing, even impulsively, to make a quick visit to a neighborhood
polling place on Election Day.
Increasing turnout in November 2020 will have to be handled by the candidates and political parties,
without the help of any magic-bullet election reforms.
Things don’t look any better for Wisconsin on the risk side of the equation. The WEC report on the April
7 election described what can go wrong in the part of the pipeline that is managed by a professional, full
time state elections staff. The rest of the pipeline, in Wisconsin, is managed by 72 county clerks, 1,850
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municipal clerks, and thousands of poll workers, without oversight by the WEC. It is unrealistic and
unfair to expect them quickly to develop and learn procedures that would enable accurate and reliably
processing of a flood of absentee ballots. As Louisiana State University’s Christopher Mann warned, in
areas where “the proportion of mail ballots has not yet reached the threshold at which election officials
take steps to improve administration…the combination of policy and administrative inertia with dynamic
growth in mail-voting rates is a recipe to increase the incidence of mail ballot problems.”53
To get the benefits of absentee voting, with far fewer of the risks, Wisconsin should explore the
possibility of implementing true early voting, which would require changes in state law. Currently, we
have only early absentee voting, where voters submit them in absentee-ballot envelopes that are still at
risk of mishandling and rejection. True early voting would have polling places open for several days, not
just a Tuesday, where voters can obtain their ballots in person and cast them directly into the tabulator,
eliminating all the risks associated with envelope errors and mis-handling. Certain issues relating to
voting-machine security and testing need to be worked out, however.

What to do?
Given the tidal wave of enthusiasm for absentee voting unleashed by the pandemic, this article may be
the only one you will read that praises in-person voting. We take the neighborhood polling place for
granted. It is too plain, too obvious, too old-school to have many enthusiastic advocates. It has no
novelty value. No political consultants can make money selling GOTV services that rely on real-time data
about Election-Day voters the way they can with by-mail voters. No tech developers can sell apps to
help in-person voters track their ballots’ split-second journey from hand to polling-place tabulator.54
And sadly, neighborhood polling places have a 20th-century community-life vibe that doesn’t fit with our
21st-Century isolated-at-home lifestyle. Even before the pandemic, we were shopping online instead of
visiting local retailers. We play games with distant internet denizens instead of joining local softball
teams. We socialize on Facebook, not at neighborhood gatherings. We let our local newspaper
subscription lapse and tune in to national cable news instead. Requesting a ballot and submitting it in
isolation from a kitchen counter seems more compatible with our ‘bowling alone’ lifestyle55 than having
in-person contact with our election officials and neighbors at the town hall.
If voting by mail becomes standard, as I believe it will, there are a few things responsible voters can do,
collectively and individually, to protect our ballots.
Collectively, voters must demand accountability and good performance from their election officials.
Take a look at that excellent May 2020 report from the Wisconsin Election Commission staff, which
covers their part of the pipeline. That’s what it looks like when officials hold themselves accountable.
Solid data on performance; active investigation into things that went wrong; commitment to
improvement.
Expect the same of your local election officials, for their part of the pipeline. Give it a try: Call your
municipal clerk and ask about the local absentee ballot rejection rate in the most recent election; what
the performance target is for the next election, and what he or she is doing to meet it. A clerk who is
actively managing his or her operation will know those things. If your clerk doesn’t, arrange a meeting
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between the clerk, you, and other local voters to figure out how to make absentee voting safer in your
community. And don’t encourage any other voter to vote absentee until you do.
As an individual, what is your best choice? If you are a voter considering whether to put your ballot in an
envelope for someone else to cast later, you must understand the risks and take whatever steps you can
to reduce them.
1. Know the applicable deadlines for each step of the process in your jurisdiction and in each
election. Meet them with time to spare, so you have time to repeat or correct steps in case
something goes wrong.
2. You won’t be present when your ballot is cast, so make sure you fill it out perfectly—no
overvotes, no smudges, no bleed-through, no tears or wrinkles, no stains or stray marks. Protect
your ballot from anything that could make a high-speed scanning machine reject it. Be sure to
wait until the ink is dry before you fold the ballot to put it in the envelope.
3. Follow the instructions for filling out the absentee ballot envelope. Make sure every bit of
required information is provided, legible, and accurate. Not just what you wrote; verify that the
clerk and your witness also filled in their parts correctly and legibly. If you live in a state that
verifies signatures, try to sign your most typical signature.
4. Do not open your envelope once you have sealed it. Do not give your completed ballot envelope
to anyone else. With your own hands, place it in a secure mailbox or official dropbox, or (best)
travel to the municipal clerk’s office to deliver it by hand and while there, ask the clerk to review
the envelope. If you mail your ballot, follow its path back to the election office with whatever
tracking system your jurisdiction provides. Be prepared to take steps to remedy the problem if
the clerk has not received your ballot by close of business on the Thursday before Election Day.
5. Ask your municipal clerk how and when you can confirm your ballot has been accepted for
counting (not just received; accepted.) Do that, and be prepared to take steps to remedy the
problem if the clerk has not accepted your ballot before Election Day.
6. If you want to be most thorough and confident, visit your polling place (or central absenteeballot processing center) on Election Day to observe election workers casting the absentee
ballots. You might even hear your own name and address announced as a worker opens your
envelope and puts your ballot into the stack to be cast.
For myself, I am not going to bother with any of the absentee-voting rigamarole. I will look at the
newspaper or online to see my ballot ahead of time and research my options. I will then visit my
neighborhood polling place on Election Day; say hi to my neighbors and ‘thank you’ to my municipal
clerk and the poll workers; mark my ballot privately; and cast it with my own hand directly into the
tabulator. Simple. Convenient. Secure.
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